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Abstract

The transition to clean energies is a major environmental and economic issue. The transformation of solar
irradiance into electrical energy appears to be one of the most promising solutions thanks to its simplicity of
implementation and its worldwide availability. However, the lifespan of solar cells and their e�ciency remain
open research issues. Improving the performance of solar cells requires in-depth knowledge of this equipment
on di↵erent levels in normal, degraded and faulty operations. This paper presents a multi-physical modeling
of solar cells integrating di↵erent phenomena on three levels of abstraction: the material level, the cell level
and the panel level. The proposed model highlights the key parameters of the system and their influence on
its performance, thus, it is possible to simulate normal operations and degraded operations by introducing
variations of the system characteristics. On the material level, the simulation results show that a variation
of 1mv in the open circuit voltage causes a variation of 4.68% in the cell power. On the cell level, and after
2000 hours of use of the photovoltaic cell in presence of wear phenomenon, the observed degradation in the
cell performance represents a voltage decrease of 38.98% and a 40% current decrease. These results are in
agreement with the experimental measurements available in the literature, corroborating the e↵ectiveness
of the proposed model.

Keywords: Solar Cell, System-level modeling, material-level modeling, Simulation, monitoring,

1. Introduction

Photovoltaic Renewable Energy (RE) is the most common RE as it is available everywhere. For example,
the mean global insulation on horizontal plan is about 1127kWh/m2 per year in Paris and 2300kWh/m2

per year in the Sahel of Africa [1]. However, the e�ciency and the lifespan of photovoltaic panels are
to be improved in the aim of promoting the large-scale deployment of this technology. To achieve this
improvements, several works are proposed in the literature to model the behaviour of photovoltaic cells
in order to identify the key parameters influencing their performances. But the major e↵orts made by
the scientific community for modeling photovoltaic cells on one side, and semiconductor materials on the
other side are led separately, and up to our knowledge, there is no generic model of a photovoltaic system
integrating several phenomena of degradation, usable for both causal and structural analysis, and allowing
the simulation of normal and degraded operations on di↵erent abstraction levels.
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On the cell level, two types of models are widely used: the one-diode model and the two-diodes model,
associated with a series resistance and a shunt resistance. In some models, the shunt resistance is assumed
to be infinite and hence neglected. The two-diodes model is reduced to a one-diode model assuming that
the recombination in the space-charge zone can be neglected [2]. A comparative analysis of five of the most
used one-diode models is proposed in [3], with a focus on the physical assumptions and techniques used for
parameter identification. A two-diodes model of a photovoltaic cell is presented in [4] at di↵erent levels of
irradiance and temperature. The model parameters are identified by using a derivative method at maximum
power point and mountain-climbing algorithm. These equivalent electrical circuits established according to
reference values of temperature and incident irradiance are easy to implement and their parameters are simple
to identify. However, they don’t take into consideration the thermal e↵ect at the cell level (heating caused
by resistive e↵ect) which is a determining factor of the cell’s performance. Although the cell temperature
appears in the models estimating open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current, it is considered as a known
or measured parameter. But the transformation of electrical power into thermal power is not modeled. In
practice, the cell temperature is not measurable directly because the cells are inside the panels with other
layers of material surrounding them. In this manner, when these models are used for e�ciency analysis
according to the operating temperature and variation in the solar radiation [5], a di↵erence between the
laboratory experimental results and the ones observed in real operating conditions is often highlighted [6].
The issue of estimating the cell temperature is addressed in [7], where an overview of the studies dedicated
to the analysis of temperature losses in a photovoltaic cell is presented. It demonstrates that the wind, the
speed, the positioning of the photovoltaic panel, and the techniques chosen for parametric identification are
factors determining the accuracy of existing estimators of temperature losses in a solar cell.

The Bond graph formalism being a multi-physical modeling approach [8], is used to model the matching
of the electrical and thermal phenomena in a photovoltaic cell [9]. The causal and structural properties of
the bond graph methodology are used in [10] to bring out the algebraic loop between the series and shunt
resistances induced by the dual choice of causality of the two resistances, leading to problems of resolution
and computing time. This issue is solved by considering a one-diode model, on which a capacitance is added
in parallel to the diode. This capacitance represents the depletion region and carrier di↵usion, depending
on the light and the temperature of the cell. A bond graph model of photovoltaic cells considering thermal
e↵ects is presented in [9]. It integrates the capacitor proposed by [10], neglects the series resistance, and
allows the simulation of normal operations at the cell level. The issue of model-parameter identification,
common to all modeling formalisms, is studied in [11], where both the analytical and the soft computing
approaches are analysed.

At the material abstraction level, the fabrication methods of black silicon (b� Si) are addressed in [12].
It analyses the application and performance of (b�Si) in photovoltaics, and the theoretical modelling e↵orts
in (b � Si)-based photovoltaic cells. A review of papers studying the cell cracks presented in [13], submits
a classification of cracks, the factors that favour their appearance, as well as the analysis of experimental
and numerical studies related to PV cracks. The relationship between interstitial oxygen, substitutional
carbon, resistivity and minority carrier lifetime in metallurgical multicrystalline silicon is identified in [14] in
order to prevent the Light Induced Degradation (LID) phenomenon and the SiC particles formation. These
occurrences are at the origin of the losses in open circuit voltage and shunts in solar cells. The measurement
presented in [15] about LID amplitude evolution on cells according to di↵erent ingot-height, shows that
these degradation have a dependence on the position along the ingot height. In addition, the relationship
between the open circuit voltage and the equilibrium electron density is formulated.

Thus, it can be seen that the modeling at the material level of photovoltaic cells is oriented towards
empirical models resulting from laboratory experimental tests. The obtained models allows to characterize
a set of degradation phenomena, but are not integrated into models of higher level of abstraction (cell and
panel levels) to create complete simulators.

In this paper, a dynamic model, based on bond graph formalism, including in the same simulator the
material, the cell and the panel aspects in normal and degraded operations is presented. This modeling
approach is incremental, highlights cause-and-e↵ect relationships, input-output relationships, and the evo-
lution of the flow of power and information from the material level of abstraction to the panel one. The
model is then used to simulate normal and degraded operations at both cell and material levels. At the cell
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Abbreviation Designation Abbreviation Designation

RE Renewable Energy LID Light Induced Degradation
PV Photo Voltaic RS Bond Graph RS element
Rx, Ry, Rz Bond Graph R-element C Bond Graph C-element
c Specific Heat of the material ⇢ The volume mass
n Thermal conductivity lx, ly, lz Longitude of x, y, z axis
vcell Cell Voltage iph Current supplied by the thermal e↵ect
icelle Cell Current and the radiation
iRS Resistance current id Diode current
A Area GE E↵ective Irradiance
Sr Spectral averaged responsivity G0 Solar Irradiance
K Temperature coe�cient T Cell temperature
R(t) Parallel Rp(t) or series Rs(t) resistance T0 Ambiant Temperature
Rn Nominal value of resistance Ee Electrical e↵ort
Rf (t) Degradation dynamic Ef Electrical flow
voc Open circuit voltage Te Thermal e↵ort
n0 Electron density Tf Thermal flow
kB Boltzmann constant q Electron elementary charge
ni Intrinsic carrier concentration �pfront Excess minority carrier concentration
IH Ingot height cl Compensation level

Table 1: Nomenclature

level, the e↵ect of the variation of the ambient temperature, the irradiance, the exposed surface and wear
are simulated. At the material level, the influence of the material characteristics on the power production,
such as the LID phenomenon, ingot height and concentration of charge carriers are simulated and analysed.

This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 is devoted to the methodology, where the system is de-
scribed and decomposed into sub-systems, and then models of normal and degraded operations are detailed.
Simulation scenarios are defined in Section 3, where the obtained results are analysed and compared to
experimental results. Finally, a conclusion and future work are given in Section 4.

2. Methodology

2.1. System description and decomposition

The sun is commonly considered in the literature as a black body that emits light in the visible region of
wavelengths, with a power of 1360W/m2, reduced by crossing the earth’s atmosphere to around 1000W/m2

[16]. To capture and transform the energy of solar irradiance into electrical energy, solar cells built from
semiconductor materials are used. The widely used semiconductor materials are silicon (Si) and gallium
arsenide (GaAs). To obtain the semiconductor property, the material is first freed of its impurities, and then
secondly doped by adding atoms of phosphorus and boron. At the end of this doping process, N-type silicon
with excess electrons (phosphorus doped) and P-type silicon with holes (boron doped) are obtained. The
junction of the two types of Silicon (P and N) forms a semiconductor. When the semiconductor is exposed
to light, photons eject electrons from their atomic orbitals, they accumulate in the junction to create electric
current. The movement of electrons creates a thermal e↵ect (heating) in the cell by a conduction phenomenon
which is added to the heating provided by the irradiance. So, at the system level, the interactions of the
various physical phenomena can be represented by the diagram of Figure 1. The dynamics of these physical
phenomena occurring at the system level depends on the characteristics of the semiconductor material, such
as carrier concentration and ingot height.
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Sun

Thermal Phenomena Electrical phenomena
Temperature

Voltage Load

Solar Cell

Figure 1: Interaction of physical phenomena in a solar cell

2.2. Modeling of normal operation

Sun irradiance has been the subject of several modeling researches as it is a relevant element in forecasting
climatic changes and developing renewable energies [17]. The complexity of the irradiance phanomenon
explains the diversity of modeling hypotheses and models proposed in the literature. A comparative analysis
of more than seventy models is proposed in [18], where solar geometry inputs and atmospheric parameters
inputs required for model implementation are presented, then, the models are given from the simplest to the
most complex, specifying that the choice of the irradiance model depends on the model accuracy and the
context of use. In this paper, the proposed simulator focuses on the dynamics of the photovoltaic system
where the irradiance is considered as an input. Real values of irradiance, measured experimentally and
presented in [19], are used as inputs for the validation of the proposed model.

2.2.1. Thermal model
The thermal phenomenon is produced in a photovoltaic cell by the e↵ect of the sun irrradiance, as well

as by the electrical phenomenon in the cell which generates heating. A solar cell is made up of several
layers, and the heating distribution is assumed homogeneous over the whole cell. To allow the connecting
of di↵erent layers of the cell in the same model while distinguishing each layer, as well as the resistive and
capacitive e↵ects, the bond graph model of a layer is proposed in Figure 2.

In this model, the resistive and capacitive e↵ects appear explicitly, and the exchanges with the other
layers and with the environment are highlighted.

The thermal model is composed by two R-elements for each axis (Rx,Ry,Rz) modulated by the following
equations:

8
><

>:

Rx = lx
⌘lylz

Ry = ly

⌘lylz

Rz = lz
⌘lylz

(1)

The C-element represents the structure volume expressed as follows:

C = ⇢clxlylz (2)

with c is the specific heat of the material, ⇢ is the volume mass, and (lx, lylz) are the longitude of each
axis.

2.2.2. Electro-thermal model
The bond graph model of electro-thermal part of the solar cell considered in this work is given in Figure

3, where the electrical part is made up of a diode, a parallel resistor and a series resistor. The thermal
e↵ects caused by the presence of resistive elements are taken into account in this model thanks to the use
of the bond graph RS-element.
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Figure 2: Bond graph model of the thermal phenomena in the solar cell considering a single layer and highlighting the matching
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Figure 3: Bond graph model of the electro-thermal part of the solar cell

The diode RD and the resistance RSp are associated with the bond graph element of junction 0, which
means that they are in parallel. These two elements are associated with the resistance RSs by a junction 1,
which means that all of the elements (RSp and RD) are in series with the resistance RSs.

At the junction 0 of the bond graph model of Figure 3, the e↵ort (vcell) is conserved and the cell current
icell is given by the following equation:

icell = iph � iD � iRS (3)

iph is the current supplied by the thermal e↵ect and the radiation, and approximated by the following
equation:

iph = A.GE .Sr.K (T � T0)
GE

G0
(4)
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where K is is the temperature coe�cient (K = 0.0017A/K for a silicon solar cell). A is the area, GE

is the e↵ective irradiance, G0 the solar irradiance, Sr is the spectral-averaged responsivity, T is the cell
temperature and T0 the ambient temperature. The diode is represented by the non-linear R-element, noted
RD and modulated by the following expression:

(
iD = iccC1exp

⇣
vcell��vcell

C2voc

⌘

�vcell = voc�voc (T � 298)
(5)

where icc is the shut-current, voc is the open circuit voltage and iD the diode current. C1 and C2 are
constants.

To better understand the coupling of electrical and thermal e↵ects, let us recall the operating principle
of a RS element [20]. The bond graph model of the RS element is given in Figure 4. The symbol R indicates
a resistive element associating an algebraic relationship between e↵ort and flux (like an electrical resistance:
u� Ri = 0 where u is the voltage and i the current). To include the thermal e↵ects in the case where this
resistance heats up and gives o↵ heat, the the symbol S (as source) is added. The RS element then takes
heat generation into account.

Heat

TeEe
Ef Tf

RS
Te
Tf

Ee
Ef

(a) (b)

Figure 4: RS element: (a) Heating resistance. (b) its bond graph model

In the case of a simple causality where only one of the two power variables is known (the e↵ort or the
flow) at the input of the RS-element, the power delivered is a nonlinear function of the known power variable
and the value of the parameter RS. The RS-element is modulated by the following system of equations:

(
Ee = (R(t) ⇤ Te) + Ef

Tf =
⇣

(Ee)2

R(t)

⌘
Te

(6)

Ee and Ef are respectively the electrical e↵ort and electrical flow. Te and Tf are respectively the thermal
e↵ort and thermal flow. R(t) is the parallel or series resistance.

2.3. Full Model of normal operation

The full model of a solar panel made up of 8 cells stacked four by four is given in Figure 5. The
model highlights the modular and multi-physical aspect of the model, where the inputs and outputs of
each subsystem (module) appear explicitly, allowing thus the arrangement of the modules in a library of
reusable and individually perfectible models, while keeping clearly visible the cause and e↵ect relationships
with the other modules. The bond graph model allows a geometric representation of the stacking of cells,
by di↵erentiating the cells exposed to the sun from those which are not exposed, and highlights the power
matching between the cells. So, it is possible to build panels of di↵erent surfaces only by adding cell modules.
The parameters of the full model keep a clear physical meaning, as they correspond to well identified physical
phenomena and components. This property is used to simulate normal operating of the cell, and degraded
situations by replacing the nominal bond graph element (constant identified in normal operation) by the
degradation model of the considered bond graph element.
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Figure 5: full model of a solar panel made up of 8 cells
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Time [Y ear] Rpf (t)[Ohm] Rsf (t)[Ohm]
0 185 0.53
5 173 -
10 163 0.548
15 155 -
20 146 0.539
25 138 -
30 130 0.568
40 - 0.579

Table 2: variation of the parallel resistance Rpf (t) and series resistance Rpf (t) under accelerated ageing conditions [22]

2.4. Modeling of the degradation phenomena

In the presence of degradation, and according to the degradation type, the bond graph elements a↵ected
by the degradation are the diode RD and the two resistor RSp and RSs. The following section presents the
formal relations which relate the dynamics of degradation to the dynamics of the bond graph elements RSp,
RSs and RD.

2.4.1. Wear
It has been demonstrated experimentally in [21] that the wear phenomenon of the photovoltaic cell linked

to ageing, results in a variation of the parallel and series resistances. In the model of normal operation, these
two resistances are the variable R(t) which appears in the nonlinear formula of the element RS given by
Eq.6. To di↵erentiate the series resistance from the parallel resistance, the series resistance is noted Rs(t)
and parallel one is noted Rp(t).

The conditions of the accelerated ageing test conducted by Hulko↵ et al. [21] are: sample consisting
of a monocrystalline silicon cell encapsulated with EVA (ethylene-vinyl acetate) and glass, heat 360�K,
relative humidity 85%. The measurements are taken every 500h (equivalent to 10 years of use under normal
conditions). The results obtained, given in Table. 2, are used to fit the variation models of the resistances.
For the two resistances (Rs(t) and Rp(t)) the degradation dynamic is additive to the nominal value of the
resistance as given by Eq.(7).

R(t) = Rn +Rf (t) (7)

Rn is the nominal value of the resistance R(t) and Rf (t) is the degradation dynamic given in Eq.8 for
the parallel resistance Rpf (t) and Eq.(9) for the series resistance.

Rpf (t) = 0.01826t2 � 2.35239t (8)

Rsf (t) = 0.00122t (9)

Th numerical values of the parameters are identified using the experimental measurement given in Table.
2[22].

2.4.2. Ethylene Vinyl Acetate discoloration
In [23], F.J Pern explained the ultraviolet light degradation, and showed how the Ethylene Vinyl Acetate

(EV A) discoloration occurs over time. This phenomenon causes a series resistor increase and a parallel
resistance decrease. For the two resistances (Rs(t) and Rp(t)), as for the wear phenomenon, the degradation
dynamic is additive to the nominal value of the resistance as given above (Eq. 7).

The degradation caused by the EVA discoloration is given by Eq.(10) for the series resistance Rsf (t) and
Eq.(11) for the parallel resistance Rpf (t).

Rsf (t) = 9.9 ·DY I · 10�3 (10)
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IH [%] Cl voc [mV] n0

2 11.4 585 10.7
30 7.4 606 12.8
43 - 606 12.9
58 4.3 619 14
86 3.2 622 13.7

Table 3: evolution of Cl, voc and n0 according to the variation of the IH.

Rpf (t) = �193 ·DY I (11)

With DY I is the Delta Yellowness Index.

2.4.3. Light-Induced Degradation
The Conversion e�ciency is proportional to the open circuit voltage voc as demonstrated in [24, 25].

Under illumination, the electrical performance of solar cells gradually decreases. This is called Light-Induced
Degradation (LID). LID is due to the presence under illumination of recombination-active complexes
associating an interstitial O dimer (Oi2), and a B atom (substitutional (Bs)) or interstitial (Bi) reducing
the carrier lifetime. Results based on compensated Czochralski (Cz) p� Si show that the concentration of
BOi2 complexes depend on the net doping, characterised by the equilibrium electron density, i.e. [B]–[P ]
[15]. This behaviour could be explained by an association of a B atom with a P atom, forming BP pairs.

The variation of the open circuit voltage voc according to the the equilibrium electron density n0 is given
as follows [15]:

voc =
kBT

q
ln

✓
�pfrontn0

n2
i

◆
(12)

n0 is the equilibrium electron density, equal to [B]–[P ], kBT is the Boltzmann thermal energy, q is the
electron elementary charge, �pfront is the excess minority carrier concentration and ni is the intrinsic carrier
concentration.

The equilibrium electron density depends on the concentration of charge carriers (compensation level),
and its variation can be expressed as follows [15]:

n0 =
[B] + [P ]

Cl

(13)

where Cl is the compensation level.
The compensation level is related to the height of the ingot (IH) as well as the manufacturing process

of the semiconductor material. This relationship is complex because the knowledge about the physical
phenomena is not su�ciently established to take hypotheses and build a physical model. This relation
has been demonstrated by experimental results. A set of experimental data highlighting the relationship
between IH, Cl, voc and n0 is given in Table. 3. Each result in this table is an average of three cells results.

The data-set of Table. 3 is used in this paper to build three data-driven models that can be used in
di↵erent configurations according the known variable:

- The first model describes the evolution of Cl as a function of IH. In this case the model input is IH:

Cl = 0.001(IH)2 + 0.186(IH) + 11.87 (14)

- The second model describes the evolution of voc as a function of Cl. In this case the model input is Cl:

voc = �0.118(Cl)
3 + 2.53(Cl)

220.71(Cl)
3 + 667.1 (15)

- The third model describes the evolution of voc as a function of IH. In this case the model input is IH:

9



Input Output Model Accuracy
IH voc voc = 15.12(IH)0.2814 + 566.6 SSE =

48.73 R2 =
0.9535

IH Cl Cl = 0.001(IH)2 + 0.186(IH) + 11.87 SSE =
0.1682 R2

= 0.9968
Cp voc voc = �0.118(Cl)3 + 2.53(Cl)220.71(Cl)3 + 667.1 SSE =

28.41 R2 =
0.9729

Table 4: Summary of the fitted models and their accuracy

voc = 15.12(IH)0.2814 + 566.6 (16)

A summary of the obtained models and their accuracy is given in Table. 4. The fitting results of the
three models are shown in Figure 6.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: Fitting Results: (a): voc = f(IH), (b) : Col = f(IH), (c) : voc = f(Cl)

These three configurations will make it possible to simulate the e↵ect of IH on Cl and consequently on

10



voc, the e↵ect of IH on voc independently of Cl, and the e↵ect of Cl on voc independently of IH.
As formalised in Eq.(5) and illustrated in Figure 3, the element RD is a nonlinear function whose input

is the variable vcell and the output is the variable iD which is a function of voc (Eq.5). The experimental
characterisation of the LID phenomenon shows that this phenomenon causes a variation of voc through the
variation of Cl or of IH (Eqs.(12 to 16)). So, the phenomenon of LID can be introduced in the bond graph
model by estimating voc from Eq.(12 to 16).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Simulation of the normal operation

The first simulation scenario represents the variation in the characteristics of a solar cell, according
to changes in irradiance conditions and ambient temperature over a period of 24 hours. The ambient
temperature and the irradiance used as input of the simulators are real data (ref) recorded over 24 hours
and given in Figure 7 [19].

Figure 7 shows a consistent variation in ambient temperature and irradiance which begins to increase
when the sun appears at the horizon, then reaches their maximum values at midday with 868.9W/m2

around 1p.m. for irradiance and 306.5K� around 3p.m. for ambient temperature. The two variables begin
to decrease in the second part of the day to reach 300�K for temperature and 0W/m2 for irradiance.

Figure 7: data acquired by the meteorological station for a typical clear sky day on 15 July 2011 presented in [19].

To assess the e↵ect of individual variation in irradiance, temperature and cell area exposed to the sun
on the performance of the solar cell, three scenarios are considered:

- In the first scenario the irradiance varies in stages (500W/m2, 750W/m2 and 1000W/m2). The ambient
temperature and exposed surface are considered constant: 290�K for the ambient temperature and 0.01m2

for the surface.

The result obtained is presented in Figure 9, which shows that the electrical power produced by the
photovoltaic cell is proportional to the irradiance. This consistent result shows the relevance of the proposed
model, but the irradiance being a non-controllable input to the system, this information cannot be used to
increase the performance of the photovoltaic cell.
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Figure 8: Evolution of the cell voltage vcell and the cell current icell, the diode current iD, the current passing through the
resistance iR of the electrical part of the system, the RAGcurrent and the light-induced current according to the variation of
ambient temperature and irradiance.

Figure 9: Evolution of the cell performance according to the variation of e↵ective irradiance (500W/m
2
, 750W/m

2 and
1000W/m

2). The ambient temperature and exposed surface are considered constant: 290�K for the ambient temperature
and 0.01m2 for the surface.

- In the second scenario, the ambient temperature varies in steps of 20�K (280�K, 300�Kand320�K),
the irradiance and the exposed surface are considered constant: 1000W/m2 for the irradiance and 0.01m2

for the area.

The result presented in Figure 10 shows that the electrical power produced by the photovoltaic cell is
inversely proportional to the ambient temperature which is also an input imposed by the environment. Like
irradiance, the ambient temperature cannot be regulated in the absolute case, but the heating that it induces
on the cell surface can be limited or regulated by using isolation devices without reducing the irradiance
received by the cell and by insuring a rapid evacuation of the heat generated by the cell. Submerged solar
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panel is one of the solutions proposed in the literature for cooling the system without reducing significantly
the irradiance [26, 27].

Figure 10: Evolution of the cell performance according to the variation of ambient temperature (280�K, 300�K and 320�K).
The irradiance and the exposed surface are considered constant: 1000W/m

2 for the irradiance and 0.01m2 for the area.

Thus, the presence of the sun increases the irradiance which is proportional to the electrical power
produced by the cell, but the presence of the sun heats the system, and heating reduces the performance of
the cell. One of the solutions proposed in the literature is cooling the cell with water. The heated water
is then returned to the user for home use. This solution, although e↵ective, consumes power. The model
proposed in this paper can be used to assess the relevance of these devices by estimating the power gain
provided by the temperature control devices and the power required for their operation [26] [28].

In the third scenario, a variation in stages of the exposed surface is simulated (0.005m2, 0.01m2, 0.02m2).
The irradiance and the ambient temperature are considered constant: 1000W/m2 for the irradiance and
290�K for ambient temperature.
The result of simulating the variation of the cell-surface exposed to the sun is shown in Figure 11. This figure
highlights the great influence of this parameter on the electrical power produced by the photovoltaic cell.
In fact, by doubling the exposed surface we almost double the power produced. In addition, the exposed
surface is a parameter that can be regulated by the installation of a set of sensors and actuators for the
detection of the sun position and the automatic orientation of the cell using motors [29]. But again, this
technological solution consumes power, so the ratio between the gain in power provided by the optimisation
of the exposed surface and the power required for the automatic orientation of the cell must be studied
[30, 31].

3.2. Simulation of the degraded operations

3.2.1. Simulation of the cell performance according to the LID phenomenon
The evolution of vcell, icell, and Pcell according to the experimentally measured variations of voc, are

given in the Figure 12. This result obtained for 24hours of operation under the temperature and irradiance
conditions given in Figure 7, shows that the variation in the characteristics of the PV cell is relatively small.
To be able to illustrate it, only a window of 15minutes of variation is shown in Figure 12.

To better highlight the dynamic of cell characteristics (vcell, icell and Pcell) according to the materials
ones (IH, Cl and voc), a simulation is carried out from the experimental data presented in [15]. Then, The
average and maximum values of vcell icell, Pcell and voc are calculated and given in Table. 5. These results
are obtained for 24hours of operation under the temperature and irradiance conditions given in Figure 7.
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Figure 11: Evolution of the cell performance according to the variation of the surface area of (0.005m2
, 0.01m2

, 0.02m2).
The irradiance and the ambient temperature are considered constant: 1000W/m

2 for the irradiance and 290�K for ambient
temperature.
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Figure 12: Evolution of the cell voltage vcelland the cell current icell, the cell power Pcell according to the variation of voc in
three cases: case 1: voc = 500mv, case 2: voc = 600mv, case 3: voc = 700mv

The relative variations of vcell icell, Pcell are calculated as a percentage for one millivolt of variation in
voc. The results are given in the Table.6, and show that 1mv of voc variation causes a variation of the
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IH Cl voc vcellMax vcellMean icellMax icellMean PcellMax PcellMean
2 11.4 0.585 2.2953 0.0793 0.9527 0.7933 0.8718 0.1786
30 7.4 0.606 0.2953 0.0797 2.9527 0.7970 0.8719 0.1795
58 4.3 0.619 0.2953 0.07942 2.9529 0.7937 0.8720 0.1788
86 3.2 0.622 0.2953 0.0794 2.9529 0.7939 0.8720 0.1788
- - 0.700 0.2953 0.0833 0.9534 0.8328 0.8722 0.1871

Table 5: Variations of cell characteristics (vcell, icell and Pcell) according to the materials ones (IH Cl and voc) for 24hours
of operation under the temperature and irradiance conditions given in Figure 7.

vcellMean icellMax icellMean PcellMax PcellMean
4.86% 0.0.23% 4.74% 0.045% 4.54%

Table 6: The relative variations of vcell icell, Pcell are calculated as a percentage for one millivolt of variation in voc for 24hours
of operation under the temperature and irradiance conditions given in Figure 7

average value of vcell over 24hours of operation of approximately 4.68%, of the average value of icell of
approximately 4.74% and the average Pcell value of about 4.54%. The result of Table.6 shows that it is
possible to increase the performance of a solar cell by improving the quality of the semiconductor material
(by reducing impurities and increasing the concentration of charge carriers, etc.), but the Table.6 also shows
that the gain in performance is relatively small compared to the substantial cost that the development of solar
panels based on purer semiconductor materials would represent, especially since the cost of implementation
being one determining factors in the large-scale development of renewable energy production technology.

3.2.2. Simulation of the cell performance according to the wear phenomenon
Figure 13 shows the evolution of the voltage and current of a photovoltaic cell in the presence of the

phenomenon of wear over 2000hours of operation under the condition of temperature and irradiance given in
Figure 7, moist of 85% and heat of 360�K. This figure shows that after 2000 hours of use of the photovoltaic
cell under normal operating conditions, the degradation of the performance level is important, it represents
a decrease of 38.9831% for vcell and 40% for icell.

These simulation results can be used in the dimensioning of the systems of production of electrical energy,
in order to quantify and then take into account the decreases in performance caused by degradation. To
better illustrate, let us consider the Solar / Wind / Diesel / Battery Power System proposed in [32] for
o↵-grid use in remote areas, and optimised for use in the location of Vellore in India. Based on an average
solar irradiance of 5.14kWh/m2 per day, an annual average wind speed of 5.07m/s, and a diesel price of
1.05 dollars per litter, the device was dimensioned as follows: a 28.3kW photovoltaic array, an 8kW wind
turbine, a 13kW diesel generator, 74 battery units and a 12.6kW converter.

This RE solution gives a net present cost (NPC) of 166, 400 dollars versus a CNP of 977, 523 dollars
for the stand-alone diesel system, which is 488% higher than the proposed design [32]. The proportion of
energy production for each part of the system is as follows: solar energy generates approximately 75.8%,
while 20.5% is generated by wind turbines and 3.68% is generated from diesel out of the overall annual
output.

By taking into account the decrease in performance highlighted in this paper, which is about 39% over
2000 hours of use (which corresponds to around 7 years of operation). The share of power generated by the
PV will decrease from 75.8% to 46.2380% of the production of the whole system after 7 years of use, i.e. a
di↵erence of 29.5620%. Thus, after 7 years of use, the part of the diesel power will increase from 3.68% to
33.24%.

It is stated in [32] that the ER system consumes 629 Litters of diesel per year at a cost of 1.05 per
litter, which gives 660.45 dollars per year. By considering the decrease in PV performance After 7 years
of operating, the system will consume 5681.5 litters of diesel with a cost of 5965.6 dollars per year, i.e. an
additional cost of 5305.2 dollars per year. These results show that the large-scale use of PV systems will
result in a significant improvement in their lifespan.
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Figure 13: Evolution of vcell and icellover a period of 2000 hours of use in presence of wear degradation.

4. Conclusion and future work

In this paper, a multi-physical model for simulating normal and degraded operations, at the system level
and at the material level is proposed. The model is presented in a modular form where the power interactions
between the subsystems are well defined, which allows the stacking of cells by di↵erentiating the exposed
cells to the sun from the non-exposed ones. The physical sense of the parameters appears explicitly on
the model, allowing the simulation of di↵erent degradation phenomena at di↵erent levels of abstraction.
At the cell level, the e↵ects of a variation in ambient temperature, solar irradiance, exposed surface and
wear phenomenon are simulated, showing that after 2000 hours of use in presence of wear phenomenon,
the cell performance presents 38.98% of decrease in the cell voltage and 40% in the cell current. At the
material level, the influence of the ingot height and the concentration of charge carriers are simulated, and
their influence is evaluated, showing that a variation of 1mv in the open circuit voltage causes a variation
of 4.68% in the cell power. These results show that the wear is a degradation phenomenon which causes a
significant loss of performance, even under normal conditions of use. It is necessary to emphasis that like
all modeling approaches, the accuracy of the bond graph model strongly depends on the techniques used for
parameter identification.

This model will contribute to the in-depth understanding of the system dynamic and consequently to
increase performance of solar cells. It will be used in our future work to generate data-sets for degraded and
faulty operations, in presence of multiple and progressive faults, in order to supplement existing experimen-
tal databases. These data-sets will be used for learning data-driven algorithms of fault diagnosis, failure
prognosis and fault tolerant control, and then the implementation of predictive and conditional maintenance
strategies.
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